Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) have found many applications in density estimation and data clustering. However, the model does not adapt well to curved and strongly nonlinear data. Recently there appeared an improvement called AcaGMM (Active curve axis Gaussian Mixture Model), which fits Gaussians along curves using an EM-like (Expectation Maximization) approach.
Introduction
Clustering plays a basic role in many parts of data engineering, pattern recognition and image analysis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . One of the most important is Gaussian Mixture Models [6, 7, 8, 9] . It is hard to overestimate the role of GMM in computer science [6, 7, 8, 9] , including object detection [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , object tracking [16, 17] , learning and modelling [18, 14] , feature selection [19, 20] , classification [21, 22] or statistical background subtraction [23, 24, 25] .
GMM accommodates data of varied structure, e.g. the component distributions can concentrate around surfaces of lower dimension obtained by principal components (PCA) [26] . However, it often happens that clusters are concentrated around lower dimensional manifolds which are not linear. Since one non-Gaussian component can often be approximated by several Gaussian ones [27] , these clusters are in practice represented by introducing more Gaussian components which can be seen as a form of piecewise linear approximation, see Fig. 1 . Due to the intrinsic linearity of the Gaussian model, when there are nonlinear manifolds in the data cloud, it is natural that many components are required and the fitting error is large. Consequently, the constructed model does not reflect optimally the internal structure of the data. A similar result gives Cross Entropy Clustering approach, compare There are several methods attempting to solve the problem of fitting nonlinear manifolds, e.g. principal curves and principal surfaces [28, 29, 30] . Principal curves/surfaces algorithms are typically capable of expressing a single complex manifold. In [31] the authors present an adaptation of the Gaussian Mixture Model called Active curve axis Gaussian Mixture Models (AcaGMM), which uses a nonlinear curved Gaussian probability model in clustering. In its basic version it works with data on the plane and adapts to the quadratic curves. In other words AcaGMM uses a wider class then typical Gaussians -namely Gaussians which are curved over parabolas.
Since our paper aims at solving the same task as AcaGMM, let us first explain the method and present the typical steps behind it. First, using an additional tool, the authors find the "right" number of clusters (one of the possible methods is given in [32] , however, one can also use [33] ). Then for each cluster the PCA algorithm is applied to determine the reasonable basis, and a Gaussian curved along the optimal parabola is used. The coordinate system is nonlinear, see Fig. 2 (c) (the y coordinate is chosen as a distance from the parabola, and x is the length on the parabola from the projected point to the parabola's vertex). AcaGMM has found applications in particularly in human hand motion recognition [34] . It can also be fuzzified [35] . AcaGMM works well in practice, however, it has some limitations. The model is naturally restricted to quadratic functions as the nonlinear coordinate system requires the projection onto the graph and length of the curve. The use of the method in higher dimensional case, although possible, is practically rather limited. Moreover, AcaGMM is not a theoretically based density model (see Appendix for the detailed explanation), and therefore it is not in fact formally EM based, but only uses its optimization algorithm. Consequently, contrary to the classical EM [36, 37] , the MLE cost function does not necessarily decrease with iterations. Let us recall that in general EM aims at finding p 1 , . . . , p k ≥ 0, k i=1 p i = 1 and f 1 , . . . , f k Gaussian densities (where k is given beforehand and denotes the number of densities which convex combination builds the desired density model) such that the convex combination f :
optimally approximates the scatter of our data X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } with respect to MLE cost function
The EM procedure consists of the Expectation and Maximization steps. While the Expectation step is relatively simple, the Maximization usually needs complicated numerical optimization even for relatively simple Gaussian models [38, 39, 40] . In this paper we propose the afCEC method which is based on the CEC model, instead of the Expectation Maximization (EM) and Gaussian density model in a curvilinear coordinate system. A goal of CEC is to minimize the cost function, which is a minor modification of that given in (1.1) by substituting sum with maximum:
Instead of focusing on the density estimation as its main task, CEC aims itself directly to the clustering problem. It occurs that at the small cost of minimally worse density approximation [33] we gain speed in implementation 1 and the ease of using more complicated density models. Roughly speaking, the advantage is obtained because models do not mix with each other, since we take the maximum instead of sum.
Consequently, we are able to construct an algorithm which is easy to adapt to the higher dimensional case. The results of afCEC and AcaGMM are similar on the plane, compare Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 2(d) . The effect of our algorithm in R 3 on a shark-type set [41, 42] is shown in Fig. 3 . The afCEC method is able to reduce unnecessary clusters. In Fig. 4 we present a convergence process of afCEC with initial number of clusters k = 10, which is reduced to k = 5. This paper is arranged as follows. In the next section the theoretical background of the density model will be presented. Since AcaGMM works in R 2 only for parabolas we start with a similar situation. Then we describe a general model for data in R d . In the third chapter we present the theoretical background of the afCEC method. In particular, we prove that the cost function decreases in every iteration, see Theorem 3.2. The last chapter presents numerical experiments. In appendix we include details of the description of the AcaGMM model.
f -adapted Gaussian density
In this section, the f -adapted Gaussian distribution, where f ∈ C(R d−1 , R) is a continuous function, will be presented. The goal of this approach is to transform a normal distribution (which assumes the intrinsic linearity of the model) to the case of curves (or more generally to manifolds), which are given by the graph of the function f . The above model will be used in the afCEC method. given by the following formula
Toy example in R
where in the one dimensional case we have
T ∈ R 2 be given. The AcaGMM approach uses the orthogonal projection of the point x onto the parabola f which is denoted by p f (x) and the arc length between p f (x) and m which is denoted by l f (p f (x), m). Consequently the AcaGMM function is given by
This approach is very intuitive but it causes two basic problems. It is very hard (or even impossible) to give explicit formulas for orthogonal projection and arc length for more complicated curves in higher dimensional spaces. Calculations are complicated (from the numerical point of view), consequently the field of possible generalizations of AcaGMM is limited. Moreover, the function which was used in AcaGMM, see formula (2.2), is not a density. The Jacobian of the respective transformation was not included (see Appendix).
In our paper we use a simpler approach, which is based on the Euclidean norm and the following formula for the density function f :
Since we do not use orthogonal projection and arc length, it is easy to calculate the parameters of our generalized Gaussian distribution, see The practical difference in R 2 between AcaGMM and our approach is quite small 2 , see Fig. 6 . Nevertheless, our model is more flexible, as we can use an arbitrary class of functions for which least squares methods work.
f -adapted Gaussian density
In this subsection, the general notion of f -adapted Gaussian will be presented. Let us recall that the standard Gaussian density in R d is defined by
In our case we use the parabola ax 2 + bx + c instead ax 2 + c since our method does not apply the change of coordinates given by PCA. In our work we use a multidimensional Gaussian density in a curvilinear coordinate system which is spread along the function f : R d−1 → R (fadapted Gaussian density). We treat one of the variables (for simplicity, the last one) separately. In such a case we consider only those Σ ∈ M d (R) (where M d (R) denotes the set of d-dimensional square matrices) which have the diagonal block matrix form
. . , n we will use the notation
For X ⊂ R d , we denote Xk := {xk : x ∈ X}, the set containing vectors from X with removed k coordinate, and f :
The f -adapted Gaussian density for Σd, Σ d and m is defined as follows
Level sets for f -adapted Gaussian distributions with different types of functions are presented in Fig. 7 .
Let us consider a substitution
In such a case, the Jacobian is equal to
We will use the family of all
we will consider family of f -adapted Gaussian functions
For the family
We show that if F contains all linear transformations, then
. Let us start with simple Lemma.
where f :
Proof. Let us denote Σ = Σd 0 0 Σ d and m
It is easy to show that
Therefore we have
As a simple consequence we obtain the assertion of the Lemma.
Now we show that f -adapted Gaussian densities are an extension of the classical Gaussian model.
Proof. To prove the assertion, we first show the following inclusion:
We now show the opposite inclusion
what finished the proof.
The following observation is a corollary of Theorem 2.1.
Consequently afCEC is a natural extension of the classical CEC algorithm. If we consider F containing only linear transformations, we obtain exactly the CEC algorithm. On the other hand, for wider classes of functions we detect more general clusters, which describe groups concentrated around manifolds which are not necessarily linear.
Theoretical background of afCEC
In this section the theoretical background of afCEC will be presented. First, we introduce the cost function which will be minimized by the algorithm. Then we prove that the optimal function which describes each cluster can be obtained by least square regression [43] . We will end by describing the full algorithm of afCEC.
Our method is based on the CEC approach. Therefore, we start with a short introduction to the method (for a more detailed explanation we refer the reader to [33] ). To explain CEC we need to introduce the cost function which we want to minimize. In the case of splitting of X ⊂ R d into X 1 , . . . , X k such that elements of X i we code by function from family of all Gaussian densities G(R d ), the mean code-length of a randomly chosen element x equals
where
. The formula uses cross-entropy of a data set with respect to the family G(R d ).
The aim of CEC is to find splitting of R d into sets X i which minimize the function given in (3.1). Our goal is to calculate an explicit formula for the cost function in the case of f -adapted Gaussian densities.
Cost function of one cluster
In this section we will focus on the situation of one cluster X. In such a case we usually understand the data as a realization of a random variable. Consequently, as an estimator for the mean and covariance, we use
As it was said, CEC uses cross-entropy of data set X with respect to the Gaussian family G(R d ).
where Σ = cov(X).
The CEC algorithm will be used for a family of f -adapted Gaussian densities. In such a case the cost function is described by the following theorem.
where Σd = cov(Xk) and m d = mean(X k ).
The assertion of the proposition is a simple consequence of
. We can use Theorem 3.1 for both summands separately:
As a corollary from the above theorem, we obtain that the optimal from the cross-entropy point of view function which describes a cluster can be obtained by a least squares method [43] .
Observation 3.1. Let X ⊂ R d be a data set and a family of functions
Consequently, we minimize cross-entropy by finding a least squares estimation. Moreover, if F is a set of function which are invariant under the operations f → a + f for any a, it is enough to find
Corollary 3.1. Let X ⊂ R d be a data set, and let a family of functions F ⊂ C(R d−1 , R) be invariant under the operations f → a + f for a ∈ R. Let f ∈ F be such thatf = argmin
where Σd = cov(Xd).
The above theorem guarantees that the cost function is decreasing during iterations. The analogue of this result does not hold for AcaGMM (PCA is used for finding a local coordinate system). Consequently, in afCEC (contrary to AcaGMM) we are able to construct a simple stop condition.
Coordinate system in afCEC model
In the previous subsection there was shown how to determine optimal parameters for one cluster in arbitrarily given coordinate system. Now we describe how to fit the optimal one for the afCEC method.
In AcaGMM the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) was used for finding a locally adapted coordinate system. Unfortunately, this operation causes problems with convergence (it is hard to construct a reasonable stop condition). More precisely, by using PCA we do not minimize a cost function which is connected with least squares estimation. By applying two methods (PCA and regression) separately we do not minimize any of them.
In the case of afCEC all computation use the canonical basis. We need only to decide which coordinate is chosen as dependent (then the rest becomes automatically explanatory).
Our intuition to verify all possible coordinates in the canonical basis came from the Implicit Function Theorem [44] . More precisely, under reasonable assumptions, for an implicit function F (x) = 0 where F : R d → R and an arbitrary zerox ∈ R d of F , we can find k ∈ {1, . . . , d} and f : R d−1 → R such that locally in the neighborhood ofx {x ∈ B(x, r) :
where B(x, r) is a ball with centerx and radius r. Consequently for data X ⊂ R d we search for k = 1, . . . , d and f such that X can be optimally approximated by the set (x 1 , . . . , x k−1 , f (xk), x k+1 , . . . , x d ) for x ∈ X. Example 3.1. Let us consider a c-type set, see Fig. 8 . When using the canonical basis of R 2 , we have to consider two possible estimated curves (in our case parabolas). We can treat x as a dependent variable, see Fig. 8(a) , or we choose y as a dependent one, see Fig. 8(b) . If we assume that dependent (a) The c-type set and parabola fitted with assumption that x is the dependent variable.
(b) The c-type set and parabola fitted with assumption that y is the dependent variable. variable is x, we obtain the parabola x = 1.4755y 2 − 1.4602y + 0.4078, and the sum of squared errors is equal to 1.420948. On the other hand, if y is the dependent coordinate, we have y = 0.8x 2 − 0.3756x + 0.4997 with squared errors 53.35997. Consequently, the optimal coordinate system is describe by using x as the dependent variable.
In the above example, we consider only R 2 but in higher dimensional spaces we have to consider d different possible choices of dependent variable: (Xk, X k ) for k ∈ 1, . . . , d.
In conclusion, for one cluster X ⊂ R d we can estimate parameters of the model in two steps. First, we consider all possible choices of dependent variable: functions f k (corresponding with relations
. Then we determine the optimal dependent variable
Consequently, our data set is represented by the function, mean and covari-ance matrix
where subscript j ∈ {1, . . . , d} denotes the dependent variable in cluster. The full algorithm can now be described. We use an adapted Lloyd's method which is based on the simultaneous application of two steps. First, we construct a new division of X by matching each element x ∈ X to a group such that the cost function is minimal. Then, we estimate new parameters in each cluster by applying the method presented in previous subsection, see Algorithm 1.
Experiments and analysis
In this section we present a comparison of the afCEC method with AcaGMM, GMM and CEC. Since AcaGMM is not a density model, the Log-likelihood function is not well-defined. Nevertheless, by the input the Jacobian of AcaGMM transformation, we obtain a valid probability distribution, see Appendix. To compare the results we use the standard Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) BIC = −2LL + k log(n) and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
where k is a number of parameters in the model, n is a number of points, and LL is a maximized value of the Log-likelihood function. Consequently, we need a number of parameters which are used in each model. In a case of R 2 , AcaGMM uses two scalars for mean, three scalars for covariance matrix, two scalars for parabola and one for local coordinate system (obtained by PCA). On the other hand, in afCEC we do not need scalar for the local coordinate system. Consequently, afCEC uses two scalars for mean, three scalars for covariance matrix and two scalars for parabola 3 . Let us start from a synthetic data set. First, we report the results of afCEC, AcaGMM, CEC and GMM in the case of a circle-type set, see Fig. 9 .
Algorithm 1 afCEC :
Input number of clusters k > 0 curve family
for i = 1, . . . , k obtain parameters of each cluster f i , mean mˆi and covariances Σˆi, Σ i in each cluster (choosing the best orientation)
obtain cost function
. . , X k by matching elements to the cluster such that − ln(p i ) − ln (N ([mˆi, 0] T , Σˆi, Σ i )) is minimal delete unnecessary clusters (|X i | < 1% · |X|) by adding elements to the closest existing one update parameter k n = n + 1 obtain new probabilities p i = |X i | |X| for i = 1, . . . , k obtain new parameters of each cluster f i , mean mˆi and covariances Σˆi, Σ i in each cluster (choosing the best orientation) obtain new cost function , is presented in Fig. 9(f) . For a similar values of Log-likelihood function, we need 2 clusters in afCEC and AcaGMM and 4 in GMM and CEC, see Fig. 9 . In such a case, the BIC criterion shows that algorithms which use curved densities model better fit data with using smaller number of parameters. Similar situation can be observed in a more complex case of spiral-type set, see Fig. 10 . In Table 1 , the mean and maximum value of Log likelihood for 100 initializations of algorithms are shown. As we see for a similar values of Log-likelihood function, we have to use 9 clusters for afCEC and AcaGMM Algorithms which are able to adapt to curve type structures (AcaGMM, afCEC ) better fit data. More precisely, the Log-likelihood function takes a larger value with the same number of parameters, see Fig. 9 (f) and Fig. 10(f) . Since Log-likelihood increases with growing of the number of classes, we use BIC criterion which takes into account the number of parameters. In the case of AcaGMM and afCEC, we obtain optimal value of BIC after about 4-6 iterations. In conclusion, AcaGMM and afCEC better fit data (yield a higher value of Log-likelihood function) while require lower number of parameters.
Algorithms AcaGMM and afCEC give a comparable value of Log-likelihood, see Fig. 9 (e) and Fig. 10(e) . Nevertheless, afCEC uses less parameters, see Fig. 9 (f) and Fig. 10(f) . Moreover, strong theoretical background of the method guarantees that the cost function decreases in each iteration. Consequently, we obtain a simple stop condition for our method.
Chinese characters mainly consist of straight-line strokes (horizontal, vertical) and curve strokes (slash, backslash and many types of hooks). GMM has already been employed for structure analysis of Chinese characters, and achieves commendable performance [32] . However, some lines extracted by GMM may be too short and is quite difficult to join these short lines to form semantic strokes due to the ambiguity of joining. This problem becomes more serious when analyzing handwritten characters by GMM, and this was the motivation to use AcaGMM to represent Chinese characters. In Tab. 3, we present a comparison of afCEC, AcaGMM, GMM and CEC on Chinese and Latin characters: 犬 (dog), 乞 (beg), 父 (father), 仉 (mother), 火 (fire), 主 (master), b, R, S. The number of clusters has been determined so as to obtain a similar value of Log-likelihood function.
Appendix-AcaGMM Gaussian model
As it was previously mentioned, AcaGMM does not use densities. More precisely, the Jacobian of the transformation was not taken into consideration. However, the EM procedure, which was used in AcaGMM, works with probability distributions. Therefore, from the theoretical point of view the above procedure is incorrect. Moreover, if we want to compare our method by using of the Log-likelihood function we need densities.
Let us start from numerical integration of the original AcaGMM function and of the model rescaled by Jacobian correction. The Simpson method [45] , on the square [−5, 5] × [−5, 5] with 50000 segments was used. The integral in the case of AcaGMM is equal to 1.038. After correction we obtain 1 (with a precision of 10 4 ). Let us consider situation of the AcaGMM model. Suppose X and Y are zero mean independent Gaussian distributions with variances σ 1 , σ 2 :
Moreover, let
where g, h ∈ C(R 2 , R). Let J(x, y) represent the Jacobian of the original transformation
In such a case, we have
Let us consider the function f expressed as parametric equation f := {(x(t), y(t)) : t ∈ R} (in the case of AcaGMM it is a parabola). Using the formula from [31, Table 1 .] we obtain the orthogonal projection (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )) of point (p 1 , p 2 ) on curve f :
On the other hand, the arc length of f between zero and (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )) [31, Formula (10) ] is given by
Consequently, we have
p l (h(x, y), g(x, y)) Our goal is to determine the Jacobian of our transformation, see Fig. 11 . Let us consider an arbitrary small neighborhood of (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )). In such a case, the local curvature of f at (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )) is the same as the curvature of the osculating circle 5 at (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )). The radius of curvature in the case of parametric form of curve is given by r = (x 2 + y 2 )
3 2
x y − y x .
Consequently, our goal is to determinate how a set is changing under the influence of the transformation, see Fig. 12 .
5 In differential geometry of curves, the osculating circle of a sufficiently smooth plane curve at a given point p on the curve has been traditionally defined as the circle passing through p and a pair of additional points on the curve infinitesimally close to p. Its center lies on the inner normal line, and its curvature is the same as that of the given curve at that point. This circle, which is the one among all tangent circles at the given point that approaches the curve most tightly, was named circulus osculans (Latin for "kissing circle") by Leibniz.
A small square neighborhood of the point (p 1 , p 2 ) is mapped to a trapezoid (asymptotically when a size of square converges to zero). This operation is showed in Fig. 12 . It is easy to see that the square area changes linearly depending on the distance p. If we consider the situation where p = r, we obtain that our square is collapsed to a point. Consequently, for points above the curve Jacobian is asymptotically proportional to r − p r = 1 − p r .
In a natural way, if a point (p 1 , p 2 ) is under the curve, the square area is increasing under the influence of the transformation. Therefore, the Jacobian is asymptotically equal to r + p r = 1 + p r . Now we have the formula for the Jacobian of AcaGMM transformation, but it depends on the relation between a point and its orthogonal projection. More precisely, we have to verify which formula should be used (or equivalently on which side of parabola a point is found), see Fig. 13 .
We can easily verify where the point (p 1 , p 2 ) is in relation to the orthogonal projection (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )) by checking the orientation of a basis containing the (4, 4) (0, 6) (−4, 1) Figure 13 : Position of the point and its orthogonal projection on the parabola f (x) = x 2 . The distance between point and his orthogonal projection, when it is situated above the curve is marked by a solid line. On the other hand, if the relationship is reversed, we mark the projection by a dashed line.
normal vector (p 1 , p 2 ) − (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )) and the tangent vector (x (t 0 ), y (t 0 )) at a point (x(t 0 ), y(t 0 )). Consequently, we have to verify the sign of the determinant det p 1 − x(t 0 ) x (t 0 ) p 2 − y(t 0 ) x (t 0 ) .
